
Creating a Permanent IcePack in the Eastern Sierra

A permanent Ice pack in a north south valley of the Carson Basin could insure constancy 
of water supply to Fallon area farmers and ranchers.

Creating a permanent icepack in Northern Nevada is technologically and economically 
feasible, given the right location . This project will be solar powered, and serve as a 
peaking unit during times of high electrical demand.

This technology will produce energy from solar by PV Panels mounted on a giant 
spanning grid over a north south valley in the eastern Sierra.  A properly excavated mine 
could also serve as a location. Proximity to gas distribution and an electrical sub line are 
also important . This facilities' economic importance as a producer of LNG from surplus 
stock cannot be overstated.

The upper part of the oval consists of a space grid spanning the valley or excavation. 
Bridge. It is covered with steerable PV panels. The PV panels may be inserted into the 
grid or used to create liquid air , which in turn can be used to produce LNG.

The thermal energy storage as liquid air would be contained underground in the 
mountainside itself.



 In Northern Nevada, these mountains are usually solid rock formations imbedded in 
sandy detritus, an excellent insulating material.  Vast amounts of wind power are also 
available during spring and summer.

During summer peak demand, liquid air could be re expanded to run generators.

And most importantly , this plant will produce as a by product of its operation large 
amounts of water in the desert by freezing the ground on which it operates. Wet air 
passing over an expanse of frozen mountain rock will condense, and either form ice or 
rain. The production and maintenance of a liquid air production and re-expansion facility 
will also produce large amounts of water during times of high humidity.

Suitable locations in the Eastern Sierra would by necessity be close to either the Truckee 
or Carson River Basin. 


